
beyond the Standard Model ?
• Higgs discovery and… still the Standard Model

• wimp miracle ?

neutrinos
• only physics beyond the standard      

model, but still veiled in mystery

• cosmology, astronomy, pyramids,..

TPC 2016



why are the weak interactions so 

weak ?



Fermi 1933

The Standard Model
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effective Fermi theory of weak interactions (1934)

is modified by rare effects from high energies with

scale L = MW   







so the higgs exists,

but that does not solve the problem
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control of the higgs mass



higgs : the ugly particle



unless (Veltman) condition) :

new high energy effects with scale L must 

control the higgs mass or….

%

 mh ~ 210~225 GeV

tension with accuracy of the tests

of the Standard Model !!!



effective Fermi theory of weak interactions (1934)

is modified by rare effects from high energies with

scale L = MW   



effective Standard Model of weak interactions (1978)

is modified by rare effects from high energies with

scale L = ?



fine tuning with L= 10TeV

tree

higgs

mass

higgsgaugetop
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loops



higgs and nothing else…

made possible by :

 anthropics
 or, new physics 

conclusion:

there must be new physics



other fine-tuning problems as 

opportunities for new physics

 higgs mass more than 10-2

 baryogenesis more than 10-10

 cosmic coincidence:
factor 2 out of 10-60

 cosmological constant  more than 10-120



quarks and antiquarks have annihilated away 

except for a tiny difference

10,000,000,001 10,000,000,000

Quark AntiQuark

baryon asymmetry in the early 

Universe



other fine-tuning problems as 

opportunities for new physics

 higgs mass more than 10-2

 baryogenesis more than 10-10

 cosmic coincidence:
factor 2 out of 10-60

 cosmological constant  more than 10-120



cosmic coincidence (why now?)

matter to radiation and radiation to dark energy



dark 

matter

dark 

energy

today size=2 size=4size=1/2size=1/4

think of the energy in L as the level of the quantum “sea” :

at most times in history, matter is either drowned or absent

cosmic coincidence: why now ?



other fine-tuning problems as 

opportunities for new physics

 higgs mass more than 10-2

 baryogenesis more than 10-10

 cosmic coincidence:
factor 2 out of 10-60

 cosmological constant  more than 10-120



the cosmological constant
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e.g. energy of the vacuum =  ( 0-point energies )

instead L ~ (10-30MPl )
4 ~ (10-3eV)4

 Universe cools  before we appear



we are definitely missing something…

the dark energy problem at the end
of the 19th century:
 geology and Darwin’s evolution

established the age of the sun to be
larger than ~ 100 million years
 Lord Kelvin: neither chemistry, nor

gravity can supply the required energy
 neither chemistry nor gravity solved

this problem 
 Rutherford did



we are definitely missing something…

axions?



particle dark matter: two colliding galaxy clusters



neutrinos: the sun and the Earth
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Symmetry Magazine



hierarchy ?

q13 ?, d ?

mass ?

neutrinos: full time employment

q23=
 _

4
( )?





J. Hartnell, NOW2016

US vs Japan  or 

New physics?

sin2 q23 = 0.40 +0.03/- 0.02  

NOvA:

Maximal mixing

excluded at 2.5 s

T2K + SK atmospheric 

are consistent 

with maximal mixing



P. Coyle

Supernova neutrino burst



one half million

atmospheric

neutrinos…

more densely

instrumented



oscillations at 20 GeV

IceCube

DeepCore

PINGU



SuperK

~ 1 GeV

IceCube

6 GeV < Ereco < 56 GeV



soon



m =  0     new symmetry

m 0     new degrees of freedom beyond the 

SM

m small   new physics

neutrinos probe BSM physics just like LHC

(leptogenesis)



???????

Dirac



BSM with large scale L naturally accommodates small

neutrino masses; new physics banned to ~ 1014 GeV
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mbb < (60 – 161) meV, 90% CL 
Depending on NME

Approaching IH band

A.Gando, et al,  
1605.02889 [hep-ex]





eV sterile neutrino  Earth MSW resonance for TeV neutrinos 
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neutrino picture of the sun

Superkamiokande



supernova 1987a: 24 neutrinos, thousands of papers



supernova burst: light from 

 PMT noise low (280 Hz)

 detect correlated rate increase 

on top of PMT noise when 

supernova neutrinos pass 

through the detector

 enpe



106 eventswith2nsecsampling

® energy from 2g /1g  events





• the existence of PeV neutrino events can yield

dramatic limits on any possible Lorentz

invariance violation: superluminal particles

lose their energy to Cherenkov radiation, even

in vacuum

• sensitivity d increases dramatically with

distance d and observed energy E

 ee
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The origin of cosmic rays: the oldest problem



neutrinos of all flavors
interacting inside

IceCube

confirmation!
flux of muon neutrinos

through the Earth

3 year

> 5s

4 year

7 sigma
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neutral pions

are observed as 

gamma rays

charged pions

are observed as 

neutrinos

  





p

neutrinos do not interact and image the sky in regions

from which even X-rays cannot escape



gamma rays accompanying IceCube neutrinos interact

with interstellar photons and fragment into multiple lower

energy gamma rays that reach earth

e+

e-





cosmic

neutrinos

Fermi

gammas

E-2.15

p + = p - = p 0



• energy density of neutrinos in the non-thermal 

Universe is the same as that in gamma-rays

• at some level common Fermi-IceCube sources?

 multimessenger campaign of telescope follow-

up of IceCube real-time neutrino alerts



et


oscillate over cosmic

distances to 1:1:1



new physics ?

otherwise…

every model

ends up in

the triangle



merci

 to the speakers for excellent talks

 to the organizers for their superb

hospitality


